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Abstract
Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit for Compressively Sensing Speech
Miguel Dominguez
Supervising Professor: Dr. Behnaz Ghoraani
Compressed Sensing (CS) exploits the sparsity of many signals to enable sampling below the Nyquist rate. If the original signal is sufficiently sparse, the Basis Pursuit (BP)
algorithm will perfectly reconstruct the original signal. Unfortunately many signals that
intuitively appear sparse do not meet the threshold for “sufficient sparsity”. These signals
require so many CS samples for accurate reconstruction that the advantages of CS disappear. This is because Basis Pursuit/Basis Pursuit Denoising only models sparsity. We
developed a “Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit” that models the structure of somewhat
sparse signals as upper and lower bound constraints on the Basis Pursuit Denoising solution. We applied it to speech, which seems sparse but does not compress well with CS,
and gained improved quality over Basis Pursuit Denoising. When a single parameter (i.e.
the phone) is encoded, Normalized Mean Squared Error (NMSE) decreases by between
16.2% and 1.00% when sampling with CS between 1/10 and 1/2 the Nyquist rate, respectively. When bounds are coded as a sum of Gaussians, NMSE decreases between 28.5%
and 21.6% in the same range. SCBP can be applied to any somewhat sparse signal with
a predictable structure to enable improved reconstruction quality with the same number of
samples.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Typical sampling theory based on the Nyquist theorem is simple to implement, but tends to
produce redundant samples. This is evident from the existence of compression schemes that
can represent the same signal (or a perceptually identical signal) with much fewer measurements. For example, black-and-white documents can be encoded with run-length encoding
that encodes multiple identical pixels as a single symbol [38]. Linear Predictive Codes
accurately model large numbers of speech samples with a handful of filter coefficients and
a description of the filter’s input (also called the filter’s excitation) [45]. JPEG exploits the
fact that 8x8 blocks of pixels are sparse in the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) domain
[49]. Most of the information of those 64 image samples can easily be described with a
handful of DCT measurements.
Many of these common signals can be described as “sparse” in some domain. In general, that means that a large number of samples can be described in terms of only a handful
of components. For example, a signal in the time or image domain may only contain a
small handful of frequencies. In that case, a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of that signal may yield a representation of the signal whose coefficients are mostly zero. Donoho
realized that if a signal is sparse, then it can be measured with far fewer samples than
Nyquist would require through a method called Compressed Sensing [14].
Compressed Sensing undersamples a sparse signal by multiplying the signal with a rectangular sensing matrix designed to reduce dimensionality. If the sensing matrix is properly
designed, and the signal is sufficiently sparse, the resulting CS samples are guaranteed to
capture the information of the signal. Essentially, sampling and compression are performed
in a single step. The CS samples can then be used to reconstruct the original signal with
perfect accuracy. Intuitively, given the success of JPEG across all different types of images,
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it seems like many natural signals should be sparse in some domain. It has been argued that
blocks of speech, like blocks of pixels, are sparse in the DCT domain [13, 30].
One problem with this intuition is that some signals such as speech intuitively appear
sparse but are not so sparse that undersampling with CS will be effective. In these cases
the signal will either be recovered with some amount of noise, or will require so many CS
samples for accurate reconstruction that the advantages of CS disappear. The reason this
noise appears is that CS samples are ambiguous. Multiple signals could have been sampled
to create any given set of CS samples. CS reconstruction algorithms like Basis Pursuit (BP)
assume that the sparsest signal is the one that is desired. Thus, if the desired signal does not
meet a sparsity threshold, it will be passed over in favor of a sparser, but incorrect signal.
Some of these “insufficiently sparse” signals have a predictable, identifiable structure.
This structure could be encoded as additional constraints used by the Basis Pursuit algorithm. A priori knowledge of the signal structure could be used to discourage solutions that
maximize sparsity at the expense of accurate reconstruction. Conversely, solutions that do
not maximize sparsity but match the signal structure would be more likely to be chosen
by BP. We developed “Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit” (SCBP), a method that finds
the sparsest CS reconstruction that fits between upper and lower bounds that encode the
expected structure of the sparse signal.
Speech is an interesting testbed for SCBP. It is sometimes, but not always sparse. Fortunately, it has a predictable structure. The general frequency content of speech [22] and
the frequency-domain structure of different phonetic elements [39] is well understood by
linguists. This can be exploited when CS sampling speech signals in a frequency domain.
If speech can be accurately modeled to reduce CS reconstruction error, then this paves the
way for future structured signals to benefit from the same paradigm.

1.2

Objectives

The objectives of this thesis work are as follows:
1. To quantify the structure of speech signals based on their phonetic content in a way
that can be efficiently encoded and utilized by a CS reconstruction algorithm.
2. To quantify the structure of speech signals based on their general shape in a way that
can be efficiently encoded and utilized by a CS reconstruction algorithm.
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3. To define a CS reconstruction method that uses the structure of speech to reduce
reconstruction error when speech signals are insufficiently sparse.

1.3

Contribution

In this thesis, the main contribution is a method of decreasing reconstruction error of CS
speech signals by using known structure of the speech to guide CS reconstruction. This is
achieved by the following specific contributions:
1. Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit, a reformulation of Basis Pursuit Denoising (BPDN)
that enforces upper and lower bounds in the CS reconstruction. Like BPDN this formulation is convex and can be solved in polynomial time.
2. Static dictionaries of upper and lower bounds based on phone structure, trained on
speech data. These bounds force CS signal reconstruction to conform to a certain
structure that matches the general structure of the training data. Given the assumption
that a block of speech only contains a single phone, these bounds enable improved
reconstruction on average at sampling rates below 1/2 the Nyquist rate. Only a single
parameter needs to be encoded to identify bounds.
3. An algorithm to generate dynamic upper and lower bounds based on the exact structure of a given block of speech. This algorithm encodes the bounds via the parameters
of a sum of Gaussian functions. This provides lower reconstruction error with fewer
assumptions than static bounds, but requires more parameters to be encoded. The
output of this algorithm can form the basis of future static dictionaries of bounds.
4. A preliminary evaluation of SCBP with quantization taken into account.

1.4

Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized into the following chapters:
• Chapter 1 (Introduction) provides the motivation, objectives, contributions, and structure of this thesis.
• Chapter 2 (Literature Review) explains the work in this field so far and some of the
basic theory that underpins this thesis, including:
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– Compressed Sensing theory: The basic mathematics of sampling and reconstruction, some engineering design considerations, and how CS has been used
in speech coding so far.
– Linear Predictive Coding: Techniques to detail how speech has classically been
modeled in practical applications.
– Phonetics: Basic details on how different phones are structured in speech signals.
• Chapter 3 (Method) describes the theory of the method, the dataset used, the evaluation plan, and performance metrics.
• Chapter 4 (Results) illustrates the method in operation and its performance.
• Chapter 5 (Discussion) relates practical concerns when using this method and future
work.
• Chapter 6 (Conclusion) summarizes the impact of this work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1

Compressed Sensing

Compressed Sensing is a challenge to the typical sampling paradigm. The traditional
Nyquist sampling theorem states that to accurately represent an analog, band-limited signal
as a digital one, the minimum required sampling rate Fs is as in Eq. (2.1).
Fs ≥ 2Fxmax

(2.1)

Fxmax is the highest frequency component present in the signal x. Usually the sampling
rate needs to be higher than the minimum as the Nyquist theorem is based on an ideal case
where the highest-frequency tone in the signal is in-phase with the sampling mechanism.
However, Compressed Sensing argues that for sparse signals, the sampling rate can be
much smaller and still provide accurate reconstruction.
2.1.1

Sparsity

A digital signal x is S-sparse if all but S of its coefficients are zero or near-zero [9]. Many
naturally occurring signals (images, speech, etc) are not sparse in their native domain, but
can be transformed into a sparse representation. This can happen by a transformation function such as the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
or Wavelet Transform [9]. Alternatively a signal can be represented sparsely if it can be
decomposed into a linear combination of only a handful of atoms in an overcomplete dictionary [3]. In the literature, the sparse basis used to sparsify a signal is typically represented
by Ψ.
Sparsity has been put to practical use in compression applications such as JPEG [49].
By representing blocks of pixels in terms of only a few significant components, dramatic
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compression can be performed while still maintaining perceptual quality. More recently,
Compressed Sensing exploits sparsity to actually reduce the required sampling rate. This
negates the need for a separate compression step.
2.1.2

Compressed Sampling

Donoho has shown that a sufficiently sparse signal can be accurately recovered with relatively few samples using a technique called “Compressed Sensing” (CS) [14]. By exploiting the sparsity of a signal, a sampling mechanism that can be built to capture the structure
of the signal in a handful of samples. This “Compressed Sampling” operation (hereafter
referred to as CS sampling), performs compression and sampling in a single step.
Φ̂Ψx = b, Φ̂ ∈ Rm×n , Ψx ∈ Rn , b ∈ Rm

(2.2)

CS sampling is modeled in Eq. (2.2). The original signal is represented by x. The
signal is sparsified by some transform Ψ. Then the signal is sampled by a sensing matrix
Φ̂. The dot products of each row of Φ̂ with the sparse signal Ψx become the CS samples b.
Φ̂ should be a rectangular matrix such that m << n. This results in a b that is much smaller
than the original vector x. If m is sufficiently large, the signal x is perfectly captured by b.
This leads to several natural questions. How big does m need to be? How sparse does
Ψx need to be? How should Φ̂ be designed? The next section lays out some practical
considerations for a CS application.
2.1.3

Designing a CS Sampler

A critical measure of performance for a CS application is the number of samples m one
actually needs to take to accurately recover a signal x ∈ Rn . Naturally, a smaller m
compared to n is preferred, as this reduces our required sampling rate. However, if m is too
small, the original signal will not be recovered. Candés proposed Eq. (2.3) as a measure of
m [8].
m ≥ Cµ2 (Φ̂, Ψ)S log n

(2.3)

S is the sparsity of the signal (measured by the number of nonzero samples), which suggests
that increasing sparsity will decrease m. Increasing n while keeping sparsity constant will
increase m, but logarithmically rather than linearly. A precise base for the logarithm is not
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specified. The function µ is a measure of “coherence”, described in Eq. (2.4) [9].
µ(Φ̂, Ψ) =

√

n max |hφk , ψj i|

(2.4)

1≤k,j≤n

Essentially, coherence measures the worst-case cross-correlation between any row of Φ̂
and any row of Ψ. The less correlated (or more incoherent) these two bases are, the fewer
samples m are required.
The measure of coherence suggests that if there exists a basis Ψ that sparsifies a class
of signal particularly well, then there should exist a matrix Φ̂ that can capture that data particularly well. Or more generally, there should exist a sensing basis Φ whose rows can be
sampled non-adaptively to create a useful Φ̂. The literature discusses some particular pairs
of these bases [9]. Conveniently, making Φ an orthonormal matrix of Gaussian random
numbers is often sufficient to guarantee reasonable incoherency.
2.1.4

Pursuit Algorithms

The CS samples b do not resemble the original signal x, as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Time domain x (left), DCT domain Ψx (center), and CS-sampled Φ̂Ψx (right) version
of a speech signal.

To recover the original signal, Eq. (2.2) must be solved for x, with all other values
known. This is an underdetermined linear system, likely with many solutions. One intuition
is that Ψx is supposedly sparse. Solving for Ψx and maximizing its sparsity should lead to
the original vector. An intuitive measure of sparsity is the `0 norm. The `0 norm is simply a
count of the nonzero elements of a vector. It has been shown that if a vector is sufficiently
sparse, the solution with the minimum `0 norm is guaranteed to be the desired solution
[16]. Optimizing for this measure is a combinatorial problem, and so is not tractable for
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most applications [18]. A useful alternative is the `1 norm, which is defined in Eq. (2.5).
||x||1 =

n
X

|x[k]|

(2.5)

k=1

Minimizing the `1 norm promotes sparsity [7]. If Ψx is sufficiently sparse, the minimal `1
norm and the minimum `0 norm solution that solves the system are exactly the same [16].
The sparsity threshold is higher in this case, but minimizing the `1 norm while solving Eq.
(2.2) is a convex problem. This means that there are efficient polynomial-time algorithms
to solve it [7]. This problem is known in the literature as “Basis Pursuit” (BP). Eq. (2.6) is
a BP formulation designed for compressed sensing.
minimize ||Ψx||1 subject to Φ̂Ψx = b

(2.6)

Depending on the application, an engineer may desire to trade an accurate solution of the
linear system for a sparser solution. For example, the original signal may be known to be
noisy, and increasing sparsity in the reconstruction may be a strategy to decrease noise.
To this end, an exact solution may be traded for a less accurate solution with increased
sparsity. This alternative is known as “Basis Pursuit Denoising” (BPDN). Eq. (2.7) is one
formulation that constrains the error of the solution to within a constant , and Eq. (2.8)
is a looser formulation that places no specific constraints on accuracy (both are based on
formulations in [15]).
minimize ||Ψx||1 subject to ||Φ̂Ψx − b||2 < 

(2.7)

minimize ||Ψx||1 + α||Φ̂Ψx − b||22 ;

(2.8)

By studying the structure of BP and BPDN, the consequences of the CS sensing design become more clear. Each sample creates a linear equation that a potential BP/BPDN
solution must solve to be acceptable. The collection of samples b, along with the sensing
matrix Φ̂, define a solution space of all signals that could have created the CS samples in
those conditions. The “correct” signal is in this solution space. Each additional sample
narrows the solution space. If enough samples are taken the optimal (sparsest) solution in
that space is guaranteed to be the desired signal. If too few samples are taken the solution
space is too large, and the optimal solution in that space may not be the desired one. Figure
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2.2 shows this situation with an example signal in the DCT domain. The original signal has
very little energy in the higher frequencies. The low CS sampling rate however does not
allow all the information to be captured. This leads to a final BPDN solution that includes
lots of high-frequency energy simply because it is the sparsest solution to the constraints.
Recovery Comparison, BPDN, 1/8 Nyquist
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Figure 2.2: Sparse reconstruction of an insufficiently CS-sampled block of speech. By maximizing
sparsity, erroneous high-frequency coefficients have been created.

If we can model the desired signal, and formulate that model as additional constraints to
BP/BPDN, then we may be able to decrease the reconstruction error. For this work, since
we are interested in speech, we will look over some classic speech modeling techniques.
Specifically, we want to look at work that attempts to model the shape of the waveform.
Looking into speech recognition research seems like an intuitive initial direction, since
much effort is expended in that field to accurately understand the structure of speech. The
shortcoming of this approach, however, is that speech recognition treats the waveform simply as initial input. Once features are extracted from the waveform, it is cast aside. The
rest of the effort is spent on pattern recognition and natural language processing. Another,
more relevant field to our interests is speech coding. Speech coding algorithms do not always attempt to exactly replicate a given input speech signal, but they attempt to preserve
a plausible overall structure of the input speech. This could be useful for our purposes. In
the next section we will look at some influential speech coding methods.
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2.2

Classical Speech Coding

Speech coding is the problem of accurately representing a speech signal as efficiently and
accurately as possible. It involves designing an encoder to analyze recorded speech to
produce a set of optimal parameters, and designing a decoder to use those parameters to
synthesize an optimal reproduction of the original speech. Speech codes broadly try to
model two types of speech: voiced and voiceless speech. Voiced speech is produced when
vibrations of the vocal chords are shaped by the vocal tract and output through the nose
and lips. Voiceless speech is produced by any mechanism that does not involve the vocal
chords. Voiceless speech often has a noisy quality.
One popular method of modeling these two types of speech is the source-filter model.
Speech is decomposed into two components, a “source” signal (or “excitation”) and a “filter”. When the source signal is passed through the filter the output should approximate the
original speech. The source can be thought of as either the vibrations of the vocal chords
(in the voiced case), or random noise (in the voiceless case). The filter’s response can be
likened to the behavior of the vocal tract, shaping the source to produce a specific speech
sound.
The first attempt at modeling these types of speech in this way was Homer Dudley’s
VODER, a human-operated analog circuit device that could generate filtered signals and
noise to crudely mimic human speech [17]. While the output was artificial-sounding, the
same basic model would be used in the linear predictive codes that have become the gold
standard for decades.
2.2.1

Linear Predictive Coding

A linear prediction filter attempts to reproduce a given sample of a signal by approximating
it as a linear combination of its M previous samples. Eq. (2.9) [48] describes the basic
model.
s[n] ≈

M
X

ai s[n − i]

(2.9)

i=1

One observes that the coefficients ai can describe an M -tap all-pole IIR filter [45]. In
practical linear predictive codes (LPC), the goal is to find a single set of filter coefficients
that can acceptably reproduce an entire block of N samples (such as 20-30ms of speech
sampled at 8kHz). The error between the actual sample and the linear IIR filter output
should be minimized. The filter coefficients that minimize the mean-squared error (MSE)
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between the original signal and the approximation using the filter are solved for in Eq.
(2.10) [28].
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(2.10)

r(M )

The coefficients a1 , a2 , . . . aM are the filter coefficients and r(k) is the autocorrelation of
the signal, defined in Eq. (2.11) [48]. M should generally be much smaller than N for
efficient coding.
r(k) =

N
−1
X

s[i]s[i − k]

(2.11)

i=1

The above equations provide a compelling encoding scheme for the filter, but not for
the excitation. Intuitively, if the original signal is inversely filtered with the computed
LPC coefficients, the result should be the excitation. There have been numerous proposed
methods for encoding voiced excitations, such as pitch-dependent periodic pulses, nonuniform adaptively placed pulses, or periodic repetitions of previously observed pulses
[45]. Voiceless excitations have usually been based on some sort of noise generator, as we
will illustrate below in specific implementations.
Some parameters of a speech code are difficult to calculate with an equation or straightforward optimization algorithm. A useful method of choosing these parameters is by instructing the encoder to repeatedly synthesize the coded speech across a proposed parameter space and choosing the best-performing parameters. This technique is called “AnalysisBy-Synthesis” (AbS) [4] and is popular in LPC codes.
The next section will discuss a handful of specific LPC codes that have been popular or
influential in the speech coding community. This should give us an understanding of the
state-of-the-art in modeling speech signals.
2.2.2

CELP, ACELP, and MELP

Speech coding has been studied for decades, and as a result the literature contains a multitude of different proposed codes. Spanias’ review contains a useful history up until the
mid-1990s [45]. More continue to be proposed, including some that use Compressed Sensing ideas that will be discussed in Section 2.2.3. This section seeks to review three specific
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codes: CELP, MELP, and ACELP. These codes have either been influential or exist in some
form in practical modern systems, and represent how speech is primarily modeled.
Code-Excited Linear Prediction (CELP) efficiently encodes the excitation by posing
it as a linear combination of two codewords, one each from two different codebooks. In
Figure 2.3, the leftmost PREDICTOR block, called a Long-Term Predictor (LTP) filter,
computes a periodic “pitch” excitation from a buffer of excitations previously generated
by the coder. The LTP filter is sometimes called an “adaptive” codebook. The best pitch
excitation is found by correlating each member of the codebook with the ideal excitation.
The ideal excitation is the original signal, inverse-filtered with the optimal LPC coefficients.
The best pitch signal from the adaptive codebook is scaled to match the energy of the ideal
excitation and subtracted out. The pitch index and the gain represent the first codeword.
Then a stochastic codebook (labeled “INNOVATION” in Figure 2.3) of randomly generated
sequences of samples is linearly searched for the best match to the residual. The best match
is amplified appropriately and the index and gain represent the second codeword.

Figure 2.3: Block diagram of CELP from “Code-excited linear prediction(CELP): High-quality
speech at very low bit rates” by M. Schroeder and B. Atal, ©1985 IEEE [45].

The linear combination of these sequences is the final excitation. Having both an adaptive gain and a stochastic gain allows for convenient expression of different kinds of phones.
Vowels, which are primarily periodic, will likely have very little energy from the stochastic
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codeword. Voiceless fricatives will likely have very little energy from the adaptive codeword. Voiced fricatives however, like /v/, will probably include some energy from both.
Early CELP codes have operated at bitrates between 4.8 and 16 kbps [28]. They suffered from a heavy computational burden since by design an exhaustive search of each
codebook is performed. In addition, outside of the linear prediction these codebooks do
not show a particularly good understanding of speech signals. They simply bet that given a
thorough enough search of the codebooks (one of them randomly generated), a reasonably
close approximation of the signal will be found.
A popular evolution to CELP common in modern speech codes is ACELP: Algebraic
Code-Excited Linear Prediction [42]. The most significant difference between it and vanilla
CELP is that the stochastic codebook is replaced with an algebraic formula that defines a
finite set of pulses. These pulses are parameterized by height and spacing. As before, a
search is performed to find the pulses that correlate the best, and this codeword is scaled
and linearly combined with the codeword from the adaptive codebook. ACELP is used in
standards such as G.729 [42], AMR [28], AMR-WB [43], and VMR-WB [26]. Bitrates for
these codes range from more than 10kbps to under 2kbps, and many are scalable to allow
a range of qualities and bitrates. While more structured than CELP, this structure is based
on efficient searching rather understanding of the speech signal.
CELP relies on searching rather than analysis and domain knowledge to achieve its
quality. Mixed-Excitation Linear Prediction (MELP), on the other hand, focuses on analyzing the speech signal and applying specific filtering and adjustments to resolve specific
quality concerns [35]. Figure 2.4 explains the general MELP procedure. Like CELP, the
excitation is a mix of a periodic signal and noise. The difference is that instead of searching through codebooks for the best fit, automatic adjustments are applied as appropriate to
generic excitations. Spurious tones in certain voiced reproductions are removed by adding
jitter to the periodic pulse train. The LPC filter is dynamically sharpened or softened to
overcome observed weaknesses in the general LPC model while protecting against filter
instability. Finally a fixed filter adjusts the pulse excitation to behave more realistically.
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram of MELP from “A mixed excitation LPC vocoder model for low bit rate
speech coding” by A.V. McCree and T.P Barnwell, ©1995 IEEE [35].

The original MELP paper achieved bitrates of 2400bps [35], though further work on it
has reduced bitrates to 1200bps [47] and 600bps [11, 53], though quality understandably
suffers as the bitrate is reduced. MELP was a US military standard [46] and is currently a
NATO [21] standard. MELP’s improvements in modeling our based on observed structure,
which makes it slightly more compelling for our purposes than ACELP.
2.2.3

Speech Coding with CS

A handful of speech coding methods that incorporate Compressed Sensing have been proposed. Some have proposed LPC schemes that encode the sparse residuals of the prediction
[20, 12]. These methods take the advantages of LPC and combine them with the advantages
of CS. If the residuals of the prediction can be encoded efficiently with CS, then the prediction errors inherent in LPC can be reduced. In [40], the coding strategy has been based
on directly encoding CS samples based on the DCT of the signal, varying the sampling
rate and the quantization codebook size to achieve more competitive bitrates. However,
the bitrates in this study have not yet been competitive with the state of the art due to the
fact that speech isn’t particularly sparse in the DCT domain. In each of these studies, the
structure of speech is not captured. Each study assumes that the CS samples and the sparsity assumption are sufficient to reconstruct the signal. Simply sampling and encoding CS
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speech samples does not address speech’s insufficient sparsity. LPC is by far the primary
model in the literature, but it may not work for our puroses. In the next section we discuss
the shortcomings of LPC in detail.
2.2.4

Downsides of the LPC Model for Speech Modeling

While LPC codes have found success in myriad applications and achieve impressively low
bitrates when required, they may not be appropriate for our particular goal: improving
Compressed Sensing when a speech signal is insufficiently sparse. LPC as a speech model
has some shortcomings. As an example, LPC can be thought of as a linear regression
model, defining the current sample in terms of previous samples (or in practice, in terms
of a simplified “source” signal). The problem is that effective prediction from a linear
regression model relies on an assumption that the errors in a given model are statistically
independent. The harmonic nature of many speech signals results in an autocorrelation in
the signal that falsifies this independence assumption, increasing prediction error.
In addition, these codes are under tight bandwidth restrictions. To meet requirements,
speech code engineers will reduce the quality of the speech model dramatically. For example, many speech codes for telephone communications sample speech at 8 kHz [22],
which limits the code’s ability to model different fricatives. The codebooks of CELP and
ACELP are convenient to encode, but not particularly indicative of any particular structure
of speech.
Despite its shortcomings, LPC-based codes appear to be the basic tool of choice for
modeling speech. While such codes do not always display a strong phonetic/linguistic understanding of speech, they reproduce speech signals relatively well. For typical speech
coding, where Nyquist-sampled speech is available for analysis, they are efficient and reasonably precise. Theoretically, we could constrain CS-sampled speech based on LPC ideas.
If LPC coefficients of speech are supplied along with the CS samples, then an extra term
could be added to BP/BPDN minimization function that attempted to respect the structure
coded by LPC. An example formulation might be one such as in Eq. (2.12).
minimize ||Ψx||1 + ||Φ̂Ψx − b||2 + ||x − x̂||2 ;

(2.12)

The vector x̂ is the signal predicted from the LPC model. This may increase the quality
of the final recovered x, but it is problematic for several reasons. First, generating the
LPC model requires detailed analysis of the Nyquist-sampled signal, which would not be
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available if we are CS sampling the speech. Second, this method seems like overengineering. We are essentially making a precise, adequate prediction of a speech signal, simply to
improve a deficient one.
If our goal is to use structure to improve CS reconstruction, we should be able to identify a method of building constraints that fit a structure that could feasibly be identified
from CS samples in a pattern recognition exercise. While pattern recognition is outside
the scope of this work, we shall be attempting to provide a framework that would make
such pattern recognition feasible. In this case, inspiration does actually come from speech
recognition. Speech recognition algorithms tend to begin by attempting to identify the phonetic structure of speech [23]. This phonetic structure is recognizable from the frequency
content of speech. In the next section we will explore this idea to see how it could be
applied to improving CS reconstruction.

2.3

Phones

Human speech is divided into phonetic elements called phones. Phones are defined by the
mechanical techniques used to make them. These include the openness or closedness of
the mouth, the positioning of the tongue and teeth, and the shape of the vocal tract [22, 39].
There are multiple taxonomies of these phones, with two influential examples being the
ARPABET (used by the CMU Pronunciation Dictionary [10] and TIMIT [19]) and IPA
[24]. ARPABET is more focused on classifying sounds in American English, while IPA
attempts to include phones worldwide.
Not only can phones be identified by a unique mechanical technique, but they can also
be identified through observation of speech in a spectrogram. A spectogram is a timefrequency representation of speech. It quantifies the time-varying nature of a spectrum. In
speech applications, it can be used to visually or analytically identify the phonetic content
of a speech signal. Figure 2.5 below shows an illustrative example generated from speech
from the TIMIT database. The x axis is time, the y axis is frequency, and the darkness or
lightness represents signal power in a given band (darker is more power).
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Figure 2.5: Spectrogram of speech, showing the time-varying nature of its spectrum.

There are three immediate patterns that stick out in this figure. First, there are “ribbed”
bands of energy across the spectrum in some sections. These phones are vowels which
include /aa/, /ao/, /iy/. They contain energy at a low frequency known as the pitch, as well
as energy at every harmonic of that pitch. In addition, there exists some energy outside
of these harmonic intervals. These particular bands are called “formants”, and speech
processing algorithms use them to identify the type of vowel. The second pattern are wide
bands of energy in high frequencies. These noisy phones are fricatives. They are made
when we obstruct the flow of air in our speech using our lips, tongue, or teeth (examples
include /s/, /f/, or /sh/). The third noticeable pattern are short gaps in energy, followed by a
burst across the spectrum. These are stops, which include /b/, /p/, and /t/.
These observations seem to suggest that some generalizations about frequency can be
made for different phones. A structure could be built to model these generalizations in such
a way that CS reconstruction algorithms could be assisted when insufficient CS samples are
taken.
There are at least two natural questions that could result from such a suggestion. The
first is “How can the phone content of a block of speech be identified?” This is quite
reasonable, as this task is performed frequently in speech recognition. Some Bayesian
models of “acoustic” speech signals first try to find the most likely sequence of phones that
could have produced the given speech, then attempt to correct them using phonetic lexicons
and statistical language models to enforce output that approximates actual language [23].
In the case of Compressed Sensing, the Nyquist-sampled signal is not available for analysis.
However, CS samples have been used successfully as features in other pattern recognition
works [6, 31, 51, 27]. Though outside the scope of this work, this seems like a useful initial
approach.
Compressed Sensing offers an alternative to Nyquist sampling that prevents the oversampling that occurs in most natural signals. The downside is that its effectiveness decreases for many signals (such as speech) that do not meet a sufficient sparsity threshold.
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Our goal was to model speech in an effort to improve CS reconstruction. Speech coding
focuses on modeling speech for reproduction, so we traced modern speech coding methods in an effort to understand how speech is modeled. Linear Predictive Coding is by far
the most popular and effective speech modeling technique in speech coding today. While
an adequate model for speech coding, it was not useful for our purposes since we would
not have access to the Nyquist-sampled signal in a realistic Compressed Sensing scenario.
Splitting data into phone classes seemed more reasonable, since phones have predictable
frequency-domain structures that could be exploited for classification. These phones could
potentially be classified from Compressed Sensing features. The next chapter details how
we modeled these phones and applied them to improve reconstruction.
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Chapter 3
Methods
In order to develop a method to improve speech reconstruction in Compressed Sensing, we
need several components. First, we need access to a speech dataset that suits our purposes.
It should be large enough that it can be partitioned into sections we can analyze to model
speech and sections we can use to evaluate such models. Second, we need an algorithm that
can make good use of these models in a Compressed Sensing application. Third, we need to
develop a handful of specific, competing models to explore different aspects of speech. We
should explore phonetic structure, signal structure, and the effects of quantization. Finally,
we need to decide how we will score these models to determine their effectiveness against
vanilla Compressed Sensing and Basis Pursuit. This chapter outlines the development of
each of these components, resulting in a complete plan for reducing CS error with speech
signals.

3.1

Data

This study was performed on the TIMIT dataset [19]. TIMIT is a database of read Englishlanguage speech utterances representing both male and female voices across 8 United
States dialect regions. All recordings are sampled at 16 kHz. TIMIT is partitioned into a
training set and a test set. The training set and test set consist of 4,620 and 1,680 utterances,
respectively. An overall ratio of 2:1 male to female speakers is maintained throughout each
partition, and the eight dialects are roughly evenly represented. 240 utterances from the
test set will be used, maintaining the same ratio of gender and dialect. Each utterance is
transcribed so that the phone represented in each sample of the vector is known.
We split the complete utterance into 25-ms blocks (400 samples per block) using two
different methods. The first was a straightforward split of the utterance at 25-ms boundaries. For example, block 1 of a signal is samples 1-400, block 2 is 401-800, and so on. If
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there were less than exactly 400 samples left over at the end of the utterance, the leftover
samples were thrown away. This first method produced 29,100 25-ms blocks from the 240
test utterances. The second method was constrained such that only a single phone was
represented in each 400 sample-block. This was done by using the phone transcriptions
provided by the dataset. For example, if the transcripts described an instance of the phone
/aa/ that was 900 samples long, then it was broken into two 400 sample-blocks, and the
leftover 100 samples were thrown away. This method produced 24,584 25ms-blocks from
the test set and 479,925 blocks from the training set.
These two methods were useful for different reasons. The first method was useful
because it is how speech utterances are split in most speech processing applications. The
second method was useful because it helped determine how well phones modeled speech
in CS in an ideal case. The following sections will detail how this data was used to model
speech signals in CS.

3.2

Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit

We developed an alternative method of constraining the BP/BPDN solution based on encoding the expected structure of the signal. Upper and lower bounds are imposed on the
BP/BPDN solution to prevent solutions that do not conform to the known structure of the
signal. For example, if a signal is sparse in the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) basis,
and it is known that high frequencies are absent from the given signal, then upper and
lower bounds that strongly discourage high frequencies could be imposed. We call this
development “Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit” (SCBP). Eq. (3.1) provides the basic
formulation.
minimize ||Ψx||1 + ||α||1
subject to ||Φ̂Ψx − b||1 < 

(3.1)

and αβl  Ψx  αβu
βu and βl are the upper and lower bound vectors, respectively, and α is a scale factor. This
scale factor is useful in applications like speech because the relative frequency content of
the data can be predictable without the magnitude being known. Minimizing α provides
an optimal fit of the bounds to the data. If the magnitude is known, α can be completely
removed from the formulation, leading to the formulation in Eq. (3.2). Both formulations
use the `1 norm in measuring the error of the solution because it will not overpenalize
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outliers like the `2 norm would.
minimize ||Ψx||1
subject to ||Φ̂Ψx − b||1 < 

(3.2)

and βl  Ψx  βu
Both of these methods retain the convexity of BP/BPDN and thus are still solvable in polynomial time. That said, the performance will likely be slower due to the additional constraints that need to be checked. In terms of implementation in a practical CS system, the
primary added burden for an engineer is that of supplying the bounds, as shown in Figure 3.1. If the bounds change depending on the signal, a classifier would also need to be
supplied to choose the correct bounds.
Ψ ∈ Rn×n
x ∈ Rn

Sparsify

Ψx ∈ Rn

Φ̂ ∈ Rm×n
CS

Φ̂ ∈ Rm×n , b ∈ Rm

BP

x̂ ∈ Rn

(a) Vanilla Compressive Sensing (CS) and Basis Pursuit (BP)
Ψ ∈ Rn×n
x ∈ Rn

Sparsify

Ψx ∈ Rn

Φ̂ ∈ Rm×n
CS

Φ̂ ∈ Rm×n , b ∈ Rm

βl , βu ∈ R n
SCBP

x̂ ∈ Rn

(b) Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit (SCBP) based on domain knowledge (βl , βu )

Figure 3.1: Compressive sensing and recovery with Basis Pursuit and Structure-Constrained Basis
Pursuit. Domain knowledge can reduce error for a given m.

One risk with this method is that the quality of the reconstruction is now somewhat
dependent on the quality of the signal modeling. If the modeling is poor in the scalable
formulation, α may become so large that the bounds are of limited utility. In the nonscalable formulation, poorly modeled bounds may exclude the correct solution entirely.
Additionally, if the bounds include zero coefficients then any unexpected energy in that
coefficient will necessarily not be recovered. This particular risk can be avoided by simply
disallowing zero coefficients.
We developed two different methods of generating bounds to evaluate SCBP. The following sections will describe these methods, as well as our plan for evaluating SCBP and
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these bound-generating methods. These methods and their evaluation were initially designed for unquantized (floating-point) samples. After they are fully explored, we describe
a preliminary method and evaluation plan for adapting these ideas to quantized CS samples.

3.3
3.3.1

Fixed Bounds
Individual Phones

Our first method for modeling speech was to generalize individual phone structure. If we
are given a codeword that identifies the phone present in a block of speech, we should be
able to define a single set of bounds that adequately model that block of speech. Since we
know that different phones are identifiable in a frequency domain representation, we modeled this speech in a frequency domain. The frequency transform we used was the Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT). This is because the DCT tends to produce sparser frequency
data than the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [36]. Our attempt at a model takes each
single-phone, 25-ms block from our training set and transforms it into the DCT domain.
Then each block is normalized by dividing each coefficient by the block’s `2 norm. The
normalized blocks are then compared. The maximum of each coefficient across the entire
set forms the upper bound of the given phone and the minimum of each coefficient forms
the lower bound.

Figure 3.2: The resulting bounds from a vowel /aa/, a second vowel /ah/, and a fricative /sh/.

Figure 3.2 shows three examples of bounds created using this method, the phones /aa/
and /ah/ (both vowels) and the phone /sh/ (a fricative). The bounds seem to match the
frequency structure (in the DCT domain) in a manner consistent with current phonetic
understanding. The vowels have lots of energy in the lowest 25% of the spectrum and
almost no energy in higher frequencies. The fricative /sh/, which tends to be relatively
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quiet and noisy sounding compared to vowels, has a more uniformly distributed spectrum
with the peaks of energy at around 4kHz. We hypothesize that the bounds of the vowels will
reduce CS reconstruction error very effectively. This is because they strongly discourage
irrelevant frequencies. The bounds of /sh/ may not have such impressive performance as
the bounds are roughly uniform, not particularly discouraging any irrelevant frequencies.
This may be due to the fact that fricatives are less sparse in the frequency domain in general.
One interesting observation is that the two vowel bounds are very similar. This suggests
that a smaller dictionary of bounds could be created that would have a similar performance.
In the following subsections we propose a handful of simpler bound schemes for evaluation. The advantage of these schemes are that classification of the correct bounds will be
easier than the individual phone case (compared to, for example, choosing from 61 different
phones in TIMIT’s classification scheme [19]).
3.3.2

Voiced/Voiceless/Silence and Vowel/Consonant/Silence Clusters

We developed some small dictionaries based on linguistic classification of phones. These
classifications are an attempt to account for the fact that some phones have similar bounds
(as we saw in Figure 3.2). The first attempt is to divide phones into Voiced/Voiceless/Silence
clustered classes. Voiced phones are any phones that are produced with vibrations of the
vocal chords. Voiceless phones are any phones that are not. “Silence” is our term for
TIMIT phones that do not actually identify any speech production, such as pauses. Table
3.1 shows how we partitioned phones for this work.
Class

Phones

Voiced

/aa/, /ae/, /ah/, /ao/, /aw/, /ax/, /ax-h/, /axr/, /ay/, /b/,
/bcl/, /d/, /dcl/, /dh/, /dx/, /eh/, /el/, /em/, /en/, /eng/,
/er/, /ey/, /g/, /gcl/, /hv/, /ih/, /ix/, /iy/, /jh/, /l/, /m/,
/n/, /ng/, /nx/, /ow/, /oy/, /r/, /uh/, /uw/ ,/ux/, /v/, /w/,
/y/, /z/

Voiceless

/ch/, /f/, /hh/, /k/, /kcl/, /p/, /pcl/, /q/, /s/, /sh/, /t/, /tcl/,
/th/, /zh/

Silence

/epi/, /h#/, /pau/

Table 3.1: How Voiced/Voiceless/Silence clustered phones are partitioned. Phones that end in “cl”
are TIMIT labels for the actual closing of the mouth performed by a phone (e.g. /dcl/ describes the
closing of the mouth during a /d/. Silence phones are TIMIT labels for nonspeech events.
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Voiced speech should generally have much higher energy than voiceless speech, and
silence should generally be quieter than voiceless speech. This may mean that these three
classes can be classified from the energy of the CS samples. Figure 3.3 displays a histogram
of these three classes, separated by the `2 norm. The `2 norm of a signal is calculated from
signal energy. As expected, Silence and Voiceless are generally confined to low energy
signals. The downside is that there is not a lot of clear separation. At low enough energies
each class is equally likely. We believe that other features can be found that can help
separate these classes.
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Figure 3.3: Stacked histogram showing that above a certain `2 norm threshold, almost all phone
blocks in the test set could be classified as “voiced”.

To produce bounds for these classes, we propose a method similar to the Individual
Phone bounds. Instead of training the bounds on individual blocks of speech, the bounds
are trained on the Individual Phone bounds. Like before, the maximum and minimum of
each coefficient forms the upper and lower bounds. The results of every class are in Figure
3.4. The gray lines illustrate each Individual Phone bound that went into the class.
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Figure 3.4: Voiced, Voiceless, and Silence clustered bounds, comparatively. These bounds may be
too broad and too similar to accurately model different classes of speech.

These particular bounds all appear similar, and none of them particularly discourage
any frequencies. We predict that these bounds may not model speech particularly well. An
alternative classification may perform slightly better.
To address this, we proposed a slightly different dictionary: Vowel/Consonant/Silence
Clusters. In this case the phones are classified as in 3.2. At first this appears similar to
Voiced/Voiceless/Silence clusters, because all Vowels are voiced and most voiced phones
are Vowels. The difference is that other voiced phones that do not match the vowel structure are put into the “Consonant” category. This should lead to more structured bounds
for Vowels at the expense of possibly less structured bounds for consonants. Silence is
the same as the previous dictionary. We construct the bounds in the same manner as the
Voice/Voiceless/Silence clusters. The bounds are illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Class

Phones

Vowel

/aa/, /ae/, /ah/, /ao/, /aw/, /ax/, /ax-h/, /axr/, /ay/, /eh/,
/er/, /ey/, /ih/, /ix/, /iy/, /ow/, /oy/, /uh/, /uw/, /ux/,

Cosonant

/b/, /bcl/, /ch/, /d/, /dcl/, /dh/, /dx/, /el/, /em/, /en/,
/eng/, /f/, /g/, /gcl/, /hh/, /hv/, /jh/, /k/, /kcl/, /l/, /m/,
/n/, /ng/, /nx/, /p/, /pcl/, /q/, /r/, /s/, /sh/, /t/, /tcl/, /th/,
/v/, /w/, /y/, /z/, /zh/

Silence

/epi/, /h#/, /pau/

Table 3.2: How Vowel/Consonant/Silence clustered phones are partitioned. The same notes in 3.1
apply to this table as well.
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Figure 3.5: Vowel, Consonant, and Silence clustered bounds, comparatively. Vowels have more
strict bounds, while Consonant and Silence are roughly the same.

The big improvement in this dictionary is that the vowel bounds are much more structured. While the other two classes are not improved, this may still be useful as vowels
represent 38.9% of the samples in TIMIT.
3.3.3

“Best Bounds”

As an extreme test of how applicable a particular set of bounds can be, we see if a single set
of bounds can, on average, improve speech signal reconstruction. The bounds we choose
will be the best-performing bounds from the Individual phone dictionary. This method does
not attempt to cluster multiple sets of Individual Phone bounds together. If this technique
works reasonably well, it would be an attractive proposition as a classifier would no longer
be required.

3.4

Dynamic Bounds

Most speech applications split long speech signals simply based on fixed-length requirements, (e.g. all blocks are 25ms long). We seek to offer a flexible method of creating
bounds that model speech that will cater to this common design decision. We propose an
algorithm will generate a set of upper and lower bounds unique to each block rather than
using a fixed codebook. We want the bounds to be smooth and easy to parameterize. To
this end, we are inspired by Gaussian Mixture Models [5], which are modeled as a sum of
Gaussian functions as in Eq. (3.3).
β=

I
X
i=1

λi N (µi , σi2 )

(3.3)
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However, instead of training the parameters based on statistical analysis of the data, we
would like an algorithm that calculates the parameters based on the general shape of the
signal. Like the Fixed Bounds method, we are looking at the DCT of each signal. Unlike
the Fixed Bounds method, we seek parameters that fit the actual magnitudes of the given
block’s samples. The signals are not normalized for analysis. Two sums of Gaussians will
be generated,one for the upper bound of the DCT and the other for the lower bound.
Given our previous concern that bounds be such that they can be chosen by classification
of compressed samples, it seems like a strange choice to pursue a method of fitting unique
bounds based on analysis of the Nyquist-sampled signal. There are two reasons we pursue
this method. The first is to try to define a “best case” performance of our SCBP method. If
we had perfect information, how well could uniquely-fit bounds improve the reconstruction
of a CS-sampled signal? The second reason is that if this method works well, we believe the
resulting bounds could be analyzed to eventually devise a fixed codebook based on actual
trends in the waveform rather than fixed linguistic structures. The indices of this codebook
could, like phones, be the output of a speech classifier.
We explored two methods for achieving these Dynamic Bounds: Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit [37] with a dictionary of Gaussians and our own greedy algorithm.
3.4.1

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit with Gaussian Dictionary

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) is a useful method for building a signal from component atoms. Our component atoms in this case are Gaussian functions. We built a dictionary of Gaussian functions with varying µ (translation across the signal) and σ (width of
the Gaussian function). Then we used MATLAB’s OMP implementation to try to compose
the bounds of the speech signal (in the DCT domain) in terms of a linear combination of
our atoms. We chose OMP over vanilla Matching Pursuit (MP) [33] to prevent the same
Gaussian atoms from being encoded multiple times with different heights. To create upper
and lower bounds, the signal was split into two components. One component only contained the positive samples of the signal (negative samples were zeroed out). The other
contained on the negative samples of the signal (positive samples were zeroed out). The
former would help us build upper bounds and the latter would help build lower bounds.
One challenge of using OMP (along with MP and related algorithms) for our purposes,
is that these algorithms seek to produce, if possible, an exact replica of the original signal.
Our goal is not an exact replica, but a rough upper and lower bound. To that end, to
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use OMP we should try to create a smoothed, filtered version of our signal (in the DCT
domain) that retains the peaks. OMP would then try to faithfully recreate this filtered
signal. Typical low-pass filtering smooths the signal but does not retain the peaks. This
would create misleading bounds that don’t capture the structure of the peaks accurately. A
max filter would faithfully retain the peaks but will be loose and jagged. This allows SCBP
too much freedom to erroneously reconstruct a sparse signal. It would also likely require
more Gaussian atoms to reproduce due to its jagged nature.
To create smooth upper and lower bound curves that accurately capture structure of the
signal, we designed a “weighted max filter”. Eq. (3.4) describes its operation.
y[i] = max (w[0]x[i], w[1]x[i + 1], . . . w[N − 1]x[i + N − 1])

(3.4)

The weights w are in the form of a discrete Gaussian window function λN (µ, σ 2 ) with
the mean µ being the location of the center tap and the height λ being 1. The width σ
is configurable. The basic idea is that a large peak in the center of the sliding window
would be captured accurately in the smoothed signal. As the peak slid farther away from
the center, the influence of this peak would diminish but not entirely disappear. If that
peak was still the maximum sample even after being diminished with a weight, then it
influences the smoothed signal. Peaks are respected and a smooth bound is created. Figure
3.6 illustrates how σ affects the level of detail in an upper bound. To further smooth the
bounds a zero-phase low pass filter can be applied after this weighted max filter (using
MATLAB’s filtfilt command), though that may slightly dull some of the peaks.
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Figure 3.6: Upper bounds created with weighted max filters. The σ parameter defines the width of
the Gaussian function that defines the weight. A wider σ means more gentle changes in the bounds.

These filters define a smooth bound curve. This is advantageous when trying to use
OMP to encode it, because OMP attempts to create an exact match of the input signal if
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possible. We applied OMP to our smoothed signal and successfully encoded some of our
bounds. However, we ran into another issue. OMP is not required to create a linear combination of atoms whose signs are all positive (or all negative). This leads to a situation where
an upper bound can have negative coefficients. This can lead to infeasible bounds where
the lower bound is above the upper bound (as in Figure 3.7). Nonnegative Orthogonal
Infeasible Bounds
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Figure 3.7: Instance where upper and lower bounds cross with OMP, creating infeasible bounds.
This is because OMP is not required to scale every coefficient with the same sign (positive or
negative).

Matching Pursuit has been proposed [52]. This would theoretically solve our inconsistent
signs problem, but we decided to lay OMP aside for the time being in favor of our own
greedy algorithm.
3.4.2

Greedy Algorithm

Algorithm 1 is the procedure we created for defining the bounds for each block Ψx. In
words, the algorithm tries to fit parameters of Eq. (3.3) to Ψx. First, Ψx is split into
positive and negative components as in the OMP method. The positive component is used
to generate the upper bound and the negative component is used to generate the lower
bound. The µ of the first Gaussian in our sum is the peak of the signal, and the λ and σ 2 are
fit using Nonlinear Least Squares to minimize the difference between the signal and the fit
Gaussian function. Any part of the signal that lies under the fit Gaussian is subtracted out.
Negative values are set to 0. Then another Gaussian is fit to the residual, and so on until
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Algorithm 1 Greedy Bound Generation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

procedure G REEDY B OUND G ENERATION(Ψx)
for all n do
if Ψx[n] ≥ 0 then
sp [n] ← Ψx[n]
sn [n] ← 0
else
sn [n] ← Ψx[n]
sp [n] ← 0

βp , λp , µp , σp ←LSQG AUSSIAN B OUND(sp )
10:
βn , λn , µn , σn ←LSQG AUSSIAN B OUND(−1 · sn )
11: return βp , −1 · βn
9:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

procedure LSQG AUSSIAN B OUND(s)
r←s
i←0
β←0
while ||r||1 > r ||s||1 do
µi ← max(r[n])
n

σi , λi ← arg min(||r − λi N (µi , σi2 )||2 )
σi ,λi

19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

r ← max(r − λN (µi , σi2 ), 0)
β ← β + λN (µi , σi2 )
i←i+1
β ← min(β + bmin )
return β, λ, µ, σ
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the residual is below some fraction of the energy of the original component, defined by r .
Figure 3.8 shows an example fit.
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Figure 3.8: Best fit Gaussian to the positive components of a speech signal, according to Algorithm
1.

In our tests, r was set to 1 × 10−4 . There is no hard limit on the number of bounds
created. As a final step, a minimum value for each coefficient bmin = 1 × 10−4 was set as
a safeguard against very small coefficients not being covered by the bounds. Because this
algorithm generates bounds that are individually scaled to the signal, SCBP does not need
an α term for this test, as in Eq. (3.2).

3.5
3.5.1

Evaluation
Bound Testing Procedure

Two tests were performed, one to evaluate each method of bound generation with SCBP:
1. Fixed Bounds Test: The single-phone test blocks were sampled with CS and recovered using both BPDN and SCBP. The SCBP bounds were the fixed bounds appropriate to the phone. The phone was assumed to be known a priori. In most typical
speech processing applications, the single-phone assumption is not true, but it was
assumed for this test to help quantify these bounds’ ability to model the phones they
represent.
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Different CS sampling rates were tested to see how reconstruction is affected as the
number of samples change. The number of samples were defined as fractions of the
original Nyquist sampling rate (e.g. m/n = 0.5 is one-half of the Nyquist rate). In
this test we chose a small set of sampling rates m/n = 0.20, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5. These
correspond to ”compression ratios” (ratio of original samples to compressed samples)
of 5:1, 4:1, 3:1, and 2:1.
The Fixed Bound Test tested all of the proposed dictionaries. Table 3.3 provides a
brief description of each bounds dictionary and how it is identified in figures and
future description.
Test ID
CON

Test Explanation
Control, performed with vanilla
BPDN. Signal structure is not taken
into account.
IP
Every block is recovered with SCBP,
with bounds chosen based on the individual phone represented.
BSTONLY Every block is recovered with SCBP,
always using the best-performing
bounds from IP.
VOICECL Combined Voiced/Voiceless/Silence
clusters are applied to the appropriate phones of each given class,
respectively, in SCBP.
VOWELCL Combined Vowel/Consonant/Silence
clusters are made and applied to the
appropriate phones of each given class,
respectively, in SCBP.
Table 3.3: SCBP methods under test.

2. Dynamic Bounds Test: The sequential test blocks will be sampled with CS and
recovered using both BPDN and SCBP. The SCBP bounds were the dynamic bounds
generated using Algorithm 1. We chose a more granular set of sampling rates m/n =
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 . . . 0.9. We also reran the Individual Phone Fixed Bound test above with
this expanded set of sampling rates for comparison.
In both cases, the allowed solution error in both BPDN and SCBP was  = 1 × 10−3 . In
neither case did we test m/n = 1.0. This is because given that sampling rate, the bounds
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would not be able to positively affect the solution since the CS system of equations would
not be underdetermined (i.e. there is only one possible solution).
Performance of each reconstruction was measured as discussed below in Section 3.5.2.
3.5.2

Performance Measures

The first metric is Normalized Mean-Squared Error (NMSE), described in Eq. (3.5).
n
P

N M SE(x, x̂) =

(x[k] − x̂[k])2

k=1
n
P

(3.5)
x[k]2

k=1

NMSE quantifies the raw difference between a reference signal x and its reconstruction
x̂. It is often measured as Mean-Squared Error (MSE), with no normalization. The downside of not normalizing is that there is no understanding of the scale of the error. A very
small-energy signal reconstruction can have a very small MSE, which deceptively seems
acceptable. Normalizing yields a more realistic interpretation. Both the Fixed Bounds and
Dynamic Bounds test will measure NMSE, one 25-ms block at a time.
One shortcoming of NMSE and MSE is that they do not give any insight on whether
the resulting perceptual quality improves. Wang and Bovik demonstrated the shortcomings
of MSE in image processing. They showed that Gaussian noise to an image, blurring the
image with a low-pass filter, and aggressive JPEG quantization look noticeably different to
a viewer, but can all give the same MSE score [50].
In speech, a popular method of measuring perceptual quality is PESQ [41]. PESQ is an
algorithm that automatically compares a reference speech vector with a “degraded” version.
It assigns a score between 4.5 (no perceptual difference) and -0.5 (bad quality) . Part of
the attractiveness of PESQ is that it correlates very highly to the “Mean Opinion Score”
(MOS). MOS is measured by placing humans in controlled listening conditions are asked
to subjectively rate the quality of a recording [1]. For perspective of what a “good score”
is, a report of P25 Public Safety radio voice quality [2] shows that a 4kbps speech code
has a mean PESQ score of 3.2 and a 12kbps speech code achieves a mean PESQ score of
4.1 [2]. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU), creator of PESQ, provides a
reference software implementation that we will use to evaluate our output test vectors.
One downside of PESQ is that it operates on vectors with a minimum length of 0.25
seconds. This precludes the idea of testing individual 25-ms blocks. The Fixed Bounds
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test cannot guarantee output that contains this many consecutive samples. The Dynamic
Bounds test creates complete utterances from its output since its data is, by nature, split
into consecutive samples. The Fixed Bounds test output will not be scored with PESQ, but
the Dynamic Bounds test output will be. The Dynamic Bounds test output will be scored
with PESQ as a complete utterance rather than in blocks.

3.6
3.6.1

Quantization
Method

Most of the evaluation in this work is done on unquantized, floating-point signals. In
most real applications however samples are quantized for efficient storage or transmission.
Towards the end of our evaluation, we developed a preliminary method to compare performance of SCBP’s Dynamic Bounds between quantized and unquantized CS samples.
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Figure 3.9: Histogram of CS sampled speech suggesting a Laplace distribution.

Daniels and Rao have shown that CS samples of speech have a convenient Laplace distribution [12]. This would make them amenable to quantization through a procedure such
as Lloyd-Max [32, 34]. In their study, they plotted a distribution of all the first coefficients
in a CS-sampled vector and a distribution of all the second coefficients in a CS-sampled
vector. For convenient quantization, we would prefer if there was one distribution that
could describe all of the CS samples in any given vector, regardless of their position in
the vector. We CS sampled 16 training vectors, one from each combination of dialect and
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gender in TIMIT. We sampled them in 25 ms blocks such that m = n (so no compression
was performed). The resulting histogram is as in Figure 3.9. Regardless of the position of
the sample in the CS sampled vector, there still appears to be a very convenient Laplace
distribution. This means that CS samples can be directly quantized effectively with a single
codebook. In this work, the quantization method is scalar quantization achieved by creating an optimum codebook from this histogram using the Lloyd-Max algorithm. The actual
encoded bits are built from a Huffman code built for the quantization codebook [38].
Preliminary experiments with these quantized CS samples revealed that requiring a
fixed error  as SCBP is defined often resulted in certain blocks of speech being infeasible
to solve. To loosen this requirement, we defined a looser SCBP that attempted to balance
sparsity with an “accurate” BP solution, while not laying down any hard solution accuracy
requirements. A perfectly accurate solution is impossible because of the quantization error
inherent in the encoded CS samples. This looser formulation of SCBP is shown in Eq.
(3.6).
minimize (1 − α)||Ψx||1 + α||Φ̂Ψx − b||1
subject to

(3.6)

βl  Ψx  βu
While bounds must still be respected as before, the only requirement for the error of the CS
equation solution is that it be minimized as much as possible. A weight parameter α was
created to adjust the relative importance of an accurate solution versus a sparse solution.
A value of α = 0.7 (biased mildly toward an accurate solution) tended to produce the best
quality in our initial tests. As before, the `1 norm is chosen for measuring error as it does
not overpenalize outliers.
3.6.2

Preliminary Evaluation

As a preliminary test of the effect of quantization on SCBP, a quantization scheme and
Huffman codebook were generated from the 16 vectors of training data used in 3.6.1. The
work in that section led to a dataset of 408,000 CS samples. A random selection of 4,080 CS
samples were chosen as input into MATLAB’s “lloyd” command to generate a codebook
of 256 bins. A random sample was chosen instead of the entire population because LloydMax performance slows very quickly as the codebook size and number of input samples
increase. 256 bins were chosen because Kassim, et. al showed that this codebook size
produced quantized samples of reasonable quality for a low-bitrate speech code [29].
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To evaluate performance, 16 vectors from the test set were chosen, with the same combinations of dialect and gender as existed in the chosen training vectors. Each vector was
run through the unquantized SCBP formulation in Eq. (3.2). Each vector was also quantized and run through both the new loosened SCBP formulation in Eq. (3.6). The bounds
used for both SCBP formulations were created using the same Dynamic Bounds method as
used in the previous test. The bounds were not transformed with any quantization strategies. Performance of each reconstruction was measured as discussed in Section 3.5.2.
In addition to those measures, the average bitrate in kilobits per second (kbps) was
estimated. This was done by counting the number of bits produced by each CS sampled
block when encoded with a Huffman encoder. Each block represents 25 ms, so the average
of all blocks in a given sampling rate was multiplied by 40 to give an estimate of the number
of kilobits required for a whole second.
We have now defined a complete “Bill of Materials” for our method. The TIMIT dataset
provides ample speech utterances for both training and testing. Its phone transcriptions give
us the freedom do divide blocks sequentially or by specific phones. Structure Constrained
Basis Pursuit adapts Basis Pursuit Denoising to account for a speech model by imposing upper and lower bounds. Several different types of bounds have been defined: Fixed
Bounds built from individual phone data, Fixed Bounds built from clustered phone properties, nonadaptive “Best-Performing” Fixed phone bounds, and Dynamic bounds created
as the parameterized sum of Gaussian functions. All of the Fixed Bounds can potentially
be identified with a classifier. While the Dynamic bounds require more knowledge of the
Nyquist signal, they can be used as a “best case” evaluation of SCBP, as well as a basis
from which future Fixed Bound dictionaries can be built. The bounds are scored based
on NMSE and PESQ scores compared to vanilla BPDN. Finally, we proposed a preliminary evaluation of SCBP’s performance with quantized data. We implemented this plan as
specified and present the results in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Results
This chapter presents our results of Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit using all of our
proposed methods. We first outline the results of the Fixed Bounds evaluations (with all of
our dictionaries), then the Dynamic Bounds evaluations, and finally the preliminary results
of our evaluation of the Dynamic Bounds method with quantization applied.

4.1

Fixed Bounds Error

Figure 4.1 illustrates the behavior of the different reconstruction methods. Both the BPDN
(left) and SCBP (right) plots display the bounds for comparison, but only SCBP uses the
bounds in reconstruction. The BPDN plot shows that if there are insufficient CS samples, the BPDN solution increasingly deviates from the general structure of the signal. In
this case, the BPDN solution contains significantly more high-frequency energy than is
suggested by the identified structure for this block. In the SCBP plot, not only are the
recovered coefficients forced to conform to the imposed structure, but the less-constrained
lower frequency content is more accurately recovered as a result.
The average NMSE for all Fixed-Bound techniques, plotted against CR, is shown in Fig.
4.2. The relatively large error bars likely came from the fact that in all of the methods, some
phones (such as vowels) performed consistently well and some phones (such as fricatives)
were consistently poor in comparison. Each bar in the figure includes input from all phones.
To illustrate Fig. 4.2 numerically, Table 4.1 displays the mean percent change in error
between the control (BPDN) and each Fixed Bound dictionary. The highest and lowest
sampling rate (half and one-fifth of Nyquist, respectively) are listed. Figure 4.2 and Table
4.1 will be referred to throughout the Fixed Bounds results.
The following sections will analyze the performance of specific Fixed Bound dictionaries, but we will first make some general comments about performance. Figure 4.2 shows
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Figure 4.1: Left: BPDN recovering an /aa/ block. The bounds highlight that a low enough sampling
rate can allow erroneous frequencies to enter the reconstruction. Right: SCBP recovering the same
/aa/ block as the left image. The bounds are respected, allowing more accurate reconstruction even
of the less-constrained lower frequencies
TESTID
IP
BSTONLY
VOICECL
VOWELCL

∆ NMSE, m/n = 0.5
0.90% decrease
17.9% increase
2.54% increase
1.85% increase

∆ NMSE, m/n = 0.2
11.8% decrease
9.92% decrease
3.04% increase
1.91% decrease

Table 4.1: Change in error of a given method over the control CON at the two extreme sampling
rates tested, m/n = 0.5 and m/n = 0.2.

that as sampling rate increases, error generally decreases regardless of the method (even
with BPDN). This makes sense because each CS sample captures additional information
about the original signal that aids in reconstruction. A large number of CS samples means a
large number of useful constraints that promote an accurate solution. This reduces the need
for the structured bounds we propose. Conversely, the largest improvements with most
of the Fixed Bounds occur at small sampling rates. Since the CS samples provide only
minimal useful constraints, good Fixed Bounds prevent the most unreasonable solutions.
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Figure 4.2: Average NMSE for different phone reconstruction methods, plotted against CR.

4.1.1

Individual Phone (IP)

There is a significant advantage to using SCBP with IP bounds, which assumes knowledge
of the individual phone a priori, and that advantage increases as sampling rate decreases.
134 samples were used in the control system with a sampling rate of m/n = 0.33 to achieve
an average NMSE of 0.349. Using an interpolated version of the trends from Fig. 4.2, we
estimate the same error can be achieved with 124 samples using SCBP in the IP method.
The most successful individual phones tend to be vowels and voiced consonants, while the
least successful tend to be fricatives, stops, and what TIMIT calls the “closure” intervals of
stops [19].
That fricatives would perform poorly makes intuitive sense—they are by nature more
noisy than vowels. In general, poorly performing phones tend to have more evenly distributed bounds, while solidly performing phones tend to have regions in their bounds that
tolerate very little energy. Fig. 4.3 shows the best performing bound, /ao/, along with the
worst-performing bound, /ax-h/ (what TIMIT describes as a devoiced schwa) [19]. The
figure shows that the /ao/ bounds are much more structured, with almost no room for high
frequencies. In comparison, the /ax-h/ bounds are much more evenly distributed across the
frequency range. This is due to the fact that some phones are not sparse in the DCT domain.
As in Figure 4.4 shows, the /ax-h/ bounds model this particular block of speech reasonably
well. The signal’s lack of sparsity and generally uniform energy across the spectrum in
the signal limits the ability for CS to recover the signal accurately, even with “accurate”
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Figure 4.3: The best-performing bounds (/ao/, average of 35.6% decrease in error across all sampling rates) and worst-performing phone bounds (/ax-h/, average of 2.67% increase in error across
all sampling rates).

modeling.
In general, Individual Phone bounds model speech reasonably well. Performance of
any given set of bounds are influenced by the general sparsity of the phone. In the next
section we will look at our small dictionaries created by clustering phones. Those bounds
will most definitely be looser than these Individual Phone bounds, so (lack of) sparsity may
not be the only factor affecting performance.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the worst-performing bounds, /ax-h/, constraining a block of speech.

4.1.2

Clustered Phones (VOICECL and VOWELCL)

When we proposed Voiced/Voiceless/Silence and Vowel/Consonant/Silence clustered classes,
the goal was to make a smaller dictionary that would allow speech to be more easily classified from CS samples while still modeling speech in a useful way. The risk of using
these bounds as proposed was that they seemed to broad, not particularly discouraging any
frequencies.
The concern appears to have been well founded, as these bounds with SCBP do not
improve upon BPDN. As can be seen in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1, in most cases both sets
of bounds increase reconstruction error. Only when reconstruction speech from very low
sampling rates does Vowel/Consonant/Silence show any improvement. This is mainly a
result of the clustered bounds simply not modeling any given phone that well. To illustrate
why this is the case, Figure 4.5 displays an example reconstruction from each class.
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Figure 4.5: Example reconstruction of a phone from each clustered class between Voiced (/aa/),
Voiceless (/f/), and Silence (/pau/).

Looking at the Voiced/Voiceless/Silence clustered dictionary, it appears the Voiced
phone /aa/ does has not benefited from Voiced bounds using SCBP. Since the Voiced bounds
do not discourage any frequencies, the high frequency noise we pointed out earlier in this
work is still present when using these bounds. The Voiceless bounds seem to more accurately model the /f/ signal, but the signal is not at all sparse. Additionally, the presence of
a relatively large low-frequency coefficient makes the bounds larger than they need to be.
The Silence bounds seem to model their /pau/ signal the most accurately, but again the lack
of sparsity means that the bounds cannot discourage any frequencies.
For comparison we also show the results of the Vowel/Consonant/Silence classes in
Figure 4.6. The Consonant bounds have the same problem as the Voiceless bounds of
before, and of course the Silence bounds have the same performance as before. The Vowel
bounds have improved structure, and at the higher frequencies will slightly reduce high
frequency noise. Unfortunately the Vowel bounds are still very broad, and will often not
reduce erroneous mid-range frequency noise as much as Individual Phone bounds could.
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Figure 4.6: Example reconstruction of a phone from each class between Vowel (/aa/), Consonant
(/f/), and Silence (/pau/).

These particular dictionaries of bounds are not useful fits for speech signals and SCBP.
However, they do not necessarily discourage the idea of having a single set of bounds
apply to a range of different phones. While these bounds were convenient to make, it is not
surprising that representing a combination of upwards of twenty phones in a single set of
bounds reduced the discerning power of those bounds.
4.1.3

“Best Phone Only” (BSTONLY)

Our final test investigates the results of nonadaptively applying the best-performing bounds
from the Individual Phone test to all blocks of speech. This essentially be another test of
clustering, but does not attempt the bound-combining methods of the previous section. If a
signal fits well with the best-performing bounds, then there should be significant improvement. If the signal does not fit well, then the results will likely be worse. What should be
interesting to see is how many phones find some improvement through this single set of
bounds.
The “Best-Performing” phone bounds were chosen by looking at the mean decrease in
error of each phone at each sampling rate. These mean decreases in error were averaged
across sampling rates (creating a mean of means), and the phone with the most improvement by this metric was chosen. In this case the phone was /ao/ (score of 35.6% decrease
in error by our mean of means metric). As can be seen back in Figure 4.3, these bounds
strongly discourage high frequencies. Admittedly, the mean of means is not the same as
the mean of all changes in error across all of our data points, but the resulting bounds tend
to be pretty useful. At low sampling rates there is a reasonable decrease in error (9.92%
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decrease at m/n = 0.2), but as the sampling rate increases, eventually the error begins to
increase as well. Figure 4.7 shows this single set of bounds modeling the /aa/, /f/, and /pau/
phones from before. Predictably, the bounds model /aa/ very well, and the other phones
less so. In the consonant plot the lack of high frequencies may have at least been partially
modeled by the /ao/ bounds.
Vowel (/ao/) Comparison, SCBP, 1/4 Nyquist

Consonant (/ao/) Comparison, SCBP, 1/4 Nyquist
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Figure 4.7: SCBP reconstruction of /aa/, /f/, and /pau/ with /ao/ bounds.

The interesting question is how well these bounds apply universally. Table 4.2 shows
what percent of the 61 phones in TIMIT had at least some improvement at each sampling
rate. It appears that at low sampling rates, the structure provided by the /ao/ bounds improves a vast majority of the phones to at least some degree. The bounds’ discouraging
of high frequencies helps more than it hurts at this stage. However, as the sampling rate
increases and the CS samples better capture structure, the inflexible bounds start to become
a liability for more phones.
Sampling Rate (m/n)

% of Phones Improved on Average

0.2

86.9

0.25

83.6

0.33

82.0

0.5

67.2

Table 4.2: Percentage of phones improved by the /ao/ bounds, given the sampling rate.

4.2

Dynamic Bounds Error

The results of the dynamic bounds performance, shown in Figure 4.8, are more dramatic
than those of the fixed-bounds test. This is likely due to the very tight fitting that the
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Figure 4.8: NMSE of individual phone block reconstruction, using BPDN and SCBP.

algorithm performs, displayed in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.8 contains both SCBP with Fixed
Individual Phone bounds (an expanded test) and the proposed Dynamic bounds. While
this does not initially seem like a fair comparison (the Fixed Bounds method reconstructs
data with only one phone, while the Dynamic Bounds method reconstructs sequential data
with no such constraints), the graph is still illustrative for a couple of reasons. First, the
BPDN results (both means and error bars) for both kinds of data are identical. This means
that both SCBP methods can be compared against a single standard. Second, this plot
illustrates an interesting finding that the original Fixed Bounds test did not. As the sampling
rate increases above m/n = 0.5, the error actually increases for the Fixed Bounds test,
but not for the Dynamic Bounds test. While the overall error for all methods is small as
the sampling rate becomes large, the extremely tight Dynamic Bounds have much better
modeling power.
The Fixed Bounds test as designed does not recover complete utterances, but the Dynamic Bounds test does. The advantage of this is that we can provide PESQ scores that
automatically evaluate perceptual quality. Figure 4.10 shows PESQ scores as a function of
m/n. In low-bitrate speech codes, a PESQ score of at least 3 is competitive (based on the
scores from [2]). This figure shows that many CS samples are required to reach this score.
Even a conservative m/n = 0.7 using BPDN does not reach a PESQ score of 3. SCBP
does increase quality using the dynamic bounds consistently across the tested sampling
rates, however. By interpolating the results in Figure 4.10, we estimate that a PESQ score
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Figure 4.9: Example of dynamic bounds in effect Note the bounds are much more tightly fitted to
the specific signal.

of 3 can be reached in our experiment with an average of at least 303 samples using BPDN.
We estimate that with SCBP, this PESQ score of 3 can be reached with an average of 270
samples, 33 fewer. This is a roughly 10.7% decrease.
One may notice that the error bars are much smaller than the error bars in the NMSE
plots in Figures 4.2 and 4.8. This is likely due to the fact that PESQ is scored based on
complete utterances rather than individual blocks. The difference in performance across all
the blocks of two utterances is likely to be less variable than the difference in performance
across any two individual blocks.
The above results detail the main results of our work. Before we close this chapter, however, we would like to present our preliminary results for adapting SCBP to an application
with quantized CS samples.
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Figure 4.10: Perceptual speech scores (measured with PESQ) of the Dynamic Bounds method. A
competitive PESQ score of 3 can be reached with an estimated 33 fewer samples using the Dynamic
Bounds method compared to BPDN.

4.3

Performance between Phones

So far we have discussed the relative performance of different types of phones given our
sets of bounds. In this section we will quantify that performance by looking at the data
in a different light. Figures 4.2 and 4.8 show relatively large error bars, but the error
bars are not universally large across our data. One way to show this would be to split
the results up by phone. Since studying the relative performance of 61 individual phones
would be tedious to the reader, we instead break the results up by the clusters we have
previously identified. Specifically, we seek to characterize the performance that Vowel
phones, Consonant Phones, Voiced Phones, and so on demonstrate in aggregate. We first
looked at one specific slice of our data: the Individual Phone Bounds results where the
sampling rate was m/n = 0.5.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of Individual Phone Error across different categories of phone, m/n =
0.5.

Figure 4.11 compares the means and standard deviations of different types of phones
as defined in Section . It shows that Vowels and Voiced phones tend to have lower mean
error and lower standard deviation in error than Consonants, Voiceless phones, and Silence
phones. This matches our intuitive sense of the sparsity and frequency content of these
types of phones. There seems to be no discernable improvement in mean error for Consonants and Voiceless phones between BPDN and SCBP. There is actually a slight increase
in mean error for Silence phones. This suggests that, given a knowledge of the phone represented in a set of speech samples, performing SCBP on data that is known not to be a
Vowel or Voiced phone may not be a profitable operation. This suggests that a system that
adaptively chooses whether to reconstruct with BPDN or SCBP may have better results
than simply one or the other.
We know that for the Individual Phone bounds method that an m/n = 0.5 is at the
border where SCBP only offers a slight overall improvement. We also decided to perform
the same comparison in a more favorable case, m/n = 0.2, where the small sampling
rate leads to large improvements using SCBP and Individual Phone bounds. Figure 4.12
shows the same comparison for this lower sampling rate. In this case, all types of phones
show some improvement. While Vowel and Voiced phone errors still have lower standard
deviations than Consonant and Voiceless phones, the difference is less pronounced. In this
case, it is worth using SCBP and not BPDN when attempting to minimize reconstruction
error.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of Individual Phone Error across different categories of phone, m/n =
0.2.

Overall, the phones that tend to be sparser tend to benefit more from SCBP, but given a
low enough sampling rate all phones see improvement.

4.4

Preliminary Quantization Results

Our preliminary test of incorporating quantization into SCBP appears to provide some
positive results. As Figure 4.13 shows, the quantized CS Samples, when combined with
Dynamic Bounds, still show an improvement over BPDN. Figure 4.14 compares PESQ
scores, illustrating the same trend. As sampling rate increases, quantization error increases
and thus perceptual quality decreases. Surprisingly, at a sampling rate of m/n = 0.5, the
NMSE is higher for quantized SCBP than for SCBP, but quantized SCBP still results in a
higher PESQ score than BPDN. This would need to be run with a larger test set to see if
the trend holds.
One additional measure of interest in this particular test is the average bitrate. Table 4.3
measures the average bitrate, in kilobits per second (kbps), given the sampling rate. The
codebook is the same in all of these preliminary tests, so the only effect on bitrate is the
number of samples and the quantized codewords used. The bitrate is independent of the
reconstruction method.
These bitrates don’t immediately seem particularly competitive, either to the speech
codes described in the literature review or even to a similar study that quantized CS speech
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Figure 4.13: Preliminary NMSE results of SCBP with quantized signals vs unquantized (and
BPDN).
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Figure 4.14: Preliminary PESQ results of SCBP with quantized signals vs unquantized (and BPDN).
Sampling Rate (m/n)
0.2
0.25
0.33
0.5

Bitrate (kbps)
39.6
49.4
65.2
99.0

Table 4.3: Bitrates of quantized 16kHz CS speech with a 256-element codebook for a selection of
sampling rates.
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measurements [40]. However, that study’s smaller bitrates are explained by the fact that
their original speech vectors were sampled at 8kHz and they had a much smaller codebook.
Our sampling rate means we encode twice as many samples for the same amount of speech
in a given time, and our larger codebook promotes lower error. Regardless, this preliminary
evaluation is not one in which we study the effectiveness of quantized CS speech in general,
but rather one where we see how SCBP performance is affected by quantization.
In summary, Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit with accurate modeling improves the
quality of CS reconstruction. The more accurate the modeling is to the signal, the better the
improvement. The difference is especially noticeable at low sampling rates, where Basis
Pursuit has a large amount of freedom to build a solution when not properly constrained.
Fixed Phone Bounds reduced error at low sampling rates, but could increase error at higher
sampling rates. Dynamic Bounds reduced error across all of the evaluated sampling rates,
but are more expensive to encode and less practical. The initial quantization test was successful and warrants further investigation.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1

Number of Parameters to Encode

In traditional CS, only the samples themselves need to be stored to enable reconstruction.
With SCBP, we show that the number of samples required to reconstruct a given signal can
be reduced, but at the additional cost of encoding parameters needed to construct bounds.
The number of parameters depends on the design. To some degree, the fewer parameters
one needs to encode the bounds, the less closely the signal can be modeled. The better the
signal can be modeled, the more expensive the bounds are to encode.
Training Fixed Bounds based on phones was simple to implement, reasonably effective, and lightweight to encode (only one parameter), but less useful at higher sampling
rates. When CS samples provided relatively few constraints, the bounds were useful, gentle guides. As the number of CS samples grew however, the loose, slightly noisy modeling
that these fixed bounds provided may have prevented more correct solutions from being
part of the solution space. Another downside of these particular fixed bounds was that the
single-phone assumption cannot be applied to most realistic speech applications.
The Dynamic Bounds, modeled by a sum-of-Gaussians, provided extremely effective,
tight bounds that provided better decreases in error than the fixed bounds. However, the
models are expensive to encode. The average number of Gaussian functions in each set
of bounds in our test (upper and lower combined) was 16.4. Each function has three parameters: µ (mean), σ (standard deviation) and λ (height). This leads to an average of 49
parameters that need to be encoded (each function needs a λ, µ, and a σ). In the Dynamic
Bounds results, where we reached a PESQ score of 3 with 33 fewer samples, we nullify our
savings by requiring so many parameters. One possible explanation for this large number
of required parameters is that our greedy algorithm was allowed to fit as many Gaussian
functions as necessary to make the residual fall below a certain threshold. Such a small
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residual parameter r = 1 × 10−4 may mean that some very insignificant Gaussians were
created to meet the requirements. Future work will involve analyzing this parameter to see
if looser bounds encoded with fewer Gaussians can still provide effective improvement.
It seems feasible that a set of bounds can be proposed for speech that combines the
useful properties of these initial Fixed Bounds and Dynamic Bounds. The Dynamic Bounds
created for this study could be analyzed for patterns. If there are typical shapes of bounds
that appear repeatedly, a large fixed dictionary of them could be created. A search of
the dictionary could best match each individual signal to a set of bounds. The output
of the search would be the index of the dictionary entry and a scale factor that best fit
the signal. This would be similar to a one-iteration Matching Pursuit [33]. This would
be cheap to encode, efficient to calculate, would not require a single-phone assumption,
and would likely have performance in between the Fixed Bounds and Dynamic Bounds
methods discussed in this paper.

5.2

Classifying Speech Signal

One issue not addressed in this work is how blocks of speech would be classified. The
main concern is that if these signals were being CS sampled by a physical Compressed
Sensing device, the original Nyquist-sampled signal would not be immediately available
for analysis. Current speech recognition technologies unsurprisingly depend on thorough
analysis of the original signal. One potential solution is to develop a phone classification
method that uses CS samples as features or as input to feature extraction processes. CS
samples have been used successfully as features in other pattern recognition applications,
including texture classification, gesture recognition, face recognition, and object tracking
[6, 31, 51, 27].
One other concern is that classifying by phone may not be the best approach. Any given
block of speech can potentially contain multiple phones. A dictionary of Fixed Bounds that
can only model phones may have limited modeling accuracy in the face of most typical
speech applications. A classifier that tries to classify different archetypes of speech signals
in a given sparse domain without being constrained by linguistic conventions may be more
useful. As mentioned in the previous section, the goal of such archetypes would be to
match well with a codebook of effective bounds.
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5.3

Sparsity

We did not choose to train a sparse dictionary as some researchers have done [25, 44].
Such a method would likely produce sparser signals than the DCT and thereby increase
CS performance. Our goal with this work, however, was not to increase sparsity of speech
over the state of the art, but to investigate how BP could be constrained by domain knowledge of the signal to improve performance outside of typical representation basis/sensing
matrix design. Since the frequency content of different phones is relatively well understood, choosing a suboptimal representation basis that directly represented frequency was
a reasonable choice for this study.
Future work could benefit from combining approaches. The structure of speech can be
modeled through dictionary learning, and patterns in sparse representations made from this
dictionary can be encoded as bounds used by SCBP to further constrain reconstruction.

5.4

Quantization

We have stated that our results applying SCBP to quantized CS samples are preliminary.
At a minimum, future work would require evaluating a larger test set. We should also
evaluate the method with a range of codebook sizes. In particular we should try to replicate
the evaluation that Ramdas, et. al performed [40], adding in a comparable evaluation with
SCBP. This is manageable, as they have similar parameters. They use the DCT as their
sparsifying method, they define sampling rate in terms of a fraction of the Nyquist rate.
The main metrics of their study are bitrate and SNR. With such a comparison we could
quantify how SCBP can reduce the required bitrate for a given level of quality.

5.5

Signals besides Speech

This work focused on speech signals because they are known to be structured, complex,
and sometimes sparse. However, SCBP is not only applicable to speech signals. Other
somewhat sparse signals that have a predictable structure are worth investigating. As an
example, if a user is expecting Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK) data from a CS-sampled RF
signal, they only expect the presence of a handful of frequencies. A set of bounds could
be constructed that discourage all but these frequencies, potentially allowing more accurate
recovery of FSK information from CS-sampled signals.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this work, reconstruction of Compressively Sensed speech signals was developed as
a Basis Pursuit Denoising problem with upper and lower bounds on the solution. This
“Structure-Constrained Basis Pursuit” exploited the relatively predictable nature of speech
signals to decrease error and increase perceptual speech quality for a given sampling rate.
This was achieved by two methods.
• The first method trained fixed bounds based on phone training data. These fixed
bounds were applied to test examples of the same phones. The lower the sampling rate, the higher the realized improvements, ranging from 16.2% improvement
in NMSE with an m/n = 0.1 to a 1.00% improvement with an m/n = 0.5.
• The second method created bounds modeled as the sum of several Gaussian functions.
This method realized an NMSE improvement between 28.4% and 15.2% in the same
range.
• Preliminary tests suggest the second method is still effective when CS samples are
quantized.
In future works, SCBP can be combined with other sparsity techniques such as dictionary learning to increase performance. This can be used in two ways. First, the SCBP
technique can be combined with work that has increased the sparsity of speech signals using dictionary learning (rather than the DCT) [25, 44]. Second, dictionary learning could
be used to build a better fixed codebook of bounds that could capture some of the structure
of the Dynamic Bounds method without requiring as many parameters. In addition, future
work can focus on building classifiers that select the appropriate bounds for a signal based
on CS sample features, enabling SCBP in a wide range of practical applications. SCBP can
then be applied to any Compressed Sensing application (not just speech) where the signals
of interest can be modeled with useful upper and lower bounds in their sparse domain.
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